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A simple model of ionization, capable of dealing with arbitrarily strong laser fields, is discussed.
A model "atom, consisting of a rectangular well potential of finite depth is perturbed by a train
of 5 kicks that are alternating in sign. The results of exact (numerical) calculations are compared
transitions. Both the ionization rate and the
with those obtained neglecting continuum-continuum
transitions leads to good
photoelectron spectra are discussed. Neglecting continuum-continuum
results for the ionization rate which is well approximated by the low-field perturbative expression
up to very strong fields. On the contrary photoelectron spectra are sensitive to a detailed form of
matrix elements (both to their singular and regular parts).
continuum-continuum

"

I.

INTRODUCTION

Strong-laser-field ionization belongs to the most intenphysics. Alstudied problems in multiphoton
though the first attempts to tackle the problem were
made in the 1960s, the phenomenon is far from being
understood completely. Continuing theoretical efforts in
the last twenty years have been mainly devoted to calculation of the ionization rate, mostly for "nonresonant"
ionization (i.e. , with no intermediate bound-bound resonance).
Recently, however, it has become possible to measure
in detail the energy distribution of the ejected electrons.
It turned out that the electron energy spectra consisted
of several equally spaced peaks centered at energies corresponding to the absorption of photons beyond the
With inminimum number N required for ionization.
creasing intensity the lowest (in energy) peaks disappear
and the center of the remaining peaks' envelope moves
to higher energies. The phenomenon, termed abovethreshold ionization (ATI) stimulated intensive theoretical studies in the last few years. Several different models
have been proposed in order to explain the disappearance of the lowest peaks. In the first approach the large
ac shifts induced by a strong laser field increase the
the lowest
electron binding
thus
making
energy
The
energetically.
N, N + 1, . . . processes forbidden
ponderomotive force which affects the electron motion
while it is leaving the laser pulse compensates the ac
shifts; in this way the model explains the position of the
peaks at their field-free values. This model has been further advanced by several authors.
The other approach,
which does not take into account the effects of the ponderomotive force, was proposed by Reiss
and later independently by Bialynicka-Birula ' ' and also received a
lot of attention.
This approach is sometimes called the
essential states approach (ESA).
In this approach
bound-continuum
one
defines
and
the
effective
continuum-continuum
matrix elements and then atsively

'

"

"'.
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tempts to solve the resulting problem nonperturbatively.
The different variations of the method ' differ primarily
in the assumed form of these matrix elements. The total
disappearance of many of the lowest electron peaks in
this approach has yet to be shown, but the model predicts the overall shift of the peaks' envelope and qualitaIt was pointed out
tively agrees with the experiments.
also' that space-charge effects may be responsible for
the disappearance of the lowest-energy peaks; however,
of the
in most recent experiments" the disappearance
peaks persists despite efforts to minimize the spacecharge effects.
Clearly, more studies are needed to clarify the relative
role played by different possible mechanisms. The most
direct method, straight integration of the Schrodinger
equation resulting from the exact Hamiltonian for the
realistic atom, is still quite costly and does not give, at
present, reliable results. ' Therefore, there seems to be
an urgent need for studies of simplified models which,
however, can be exactly solved without assuming the
form of matrix elements. These may serve then as a
tests of several versions of ESA. In the seventies Cxeltman'
discussed the laser-field ionization of a model
one-dimensional
atom.
The atomic potential
was
modeled by a 6 function. Geltman concentrated on the
obtained for the
ionization rate studies only. Austin'
first time (as far as we know) the multiplicity of electron
energy peaks within the same model by straightforward
integration of the Schrodinger equation. Quite recently,
Blumel and Meir' were able to follow exactly the system evolution (for the 5 potential) by approximating the
harmonic perturbation by a train of 6 kicks alternating
in sign. They compared the full solution with the results
transiobtained by neglecting the continuum-continuum
tions and found the latter approximation to be an excellent one as far as the ionization rate is concerned.
The findings of Blumel and Meir, ' contradictory in
some sense to the ESA basic results, came as a surprise.
However, as the atomic potential studied by them is ex4311
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tremely short ranged, it is dangerous to draw any
definite conclusions about real-atom ionization from
their results. In the 6 model the electron in the continuum is almost free and as such cannot emit or absorb
photo ns.
To shine some light on this discrepancy we have studied a similar one-dimensional
model potential, namely
the square-well potential (preliminary results have been
presented elsewhere' ). This potential is also short
thus more suitable for studies of negative ions
ranged
rather than neutral atoms. However, by changing the
well width we are able to study the influence of the potential range on the applicability of the approximation
which
continuum-continuum
neglects
transitions
(NCCTA). The square-well potential was used by Austin' in the context of one-photon resonant two-photon
ionization.
The ionization from the square-well one-dimensional
potential is also of interest for its own rights. Such a potential may well describe electrons trapped in the potential well of semiconducting layered structures (see Ref.
17 and references therein)
the so-called quantum
wells
that are currently under intensive studies in
semiconductor physics. ' It has also been pointed out'
that ionization from a square well may serve as a simple
(if not the simplest) system to study quantum stochasticity.
The model studied is defined in Sec. II, where we address also the numerical details. The results are presented and discussed in Sec. III. We conclude the results
and discuss future perspectives in Sec. IV. In the Appendixes we give the necessary formulas for the squarewell potential and present the expressions for the matrix
elements.

—

II. THE MODEL
The one-dimensional
Hamiltonian

model discussed is defined by the

=Ho+ V(x),

where Ho describes the "atomic" part of H:

Ho

—p

/2m

+ V(x)

V(x) = —V for

(la)

x & A, V(x) =0 otherwise. V
are the well depth and width, respectively. The
interaction with the electromagnetic field is approximat-

and
and

k

—I )"5(t —kT/2) = — +g

oo

(

T n = —oo

3

~

~

ed by

H, =eEx

g

(

—I )"5(t —kT/2),

(lb)

k

where E is the amplitude of the field and the sinusoidal
perturbation with frequency col —2~/T is approximated
by a train of 6 kicks alternating in sign. Such an approximation is well known from studies of microwave
ionization of the hydrogen atom' and was applied by
Blumel and Meir' in their treatment of 6-potential ionization. The Hamiltonian (1) is periodic with period T,
however, as

exp[2vri (2n

+ 1)t /T],

the perturbation contains all odd harmonics of the basic
frequency coL.
The beauty of the 6-kick approximation
of the
sinusoidal perturbation lies in the fact that we know exof the system between kicks
actly the evolution
(governed by the field-free part of the Hamiltonian Ho).
On the other hand at t =kT/2 (during the kick) the
influence of Ho is negligible. Thus from the Schrodinger
equation we can easily obtain the corresponding quantum map
in a way similar to that applied for the celebrated kicked quantum rotor: '

1T
g„+ —exp( —igx)exp — Ho
~

X exp

—

—

H

g
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exp(igx)

—1T Ho
2A

g = eET/2' and $0 corresponds to the initial
atomic state at t =0 which we choose to be the ground
state.
To evaluate the map (3) we work within the basis of
eigenfunctions
of Ho. The square-well potential is a
standard example in many textbooks devoted to quantum mechanics; nevertheless, we have accumulated in
Appendix A all the necessary formulas [i.e. , bound and
continuum functions of V(x)] in order to establish the
unified notation and for completeness.
In this basis the
evolution operator between impulses is diagonal. Thus
we only have to determine the kick-evolution operator
U„;,„=exp(+igx) matrix elements. These are straightforward to calculate, but the results are unfortunately
rather lengthy (see Appendix B for an example). However, some properties of the matrix elements may be obtained by simple considerations only. Expanding operator exp(igx ) in the power series exp(igx ) = I +igx
—g x /2+. . . , we notice that the zero-order (in g) contribution reproduces the free evolution (in the infinitely
short time of the pulse). The first-order term igx couples
the states of opposite parity only. The first-order matrix
elements are identical to those corresponding to continuous harmonic perturbation
(but in our case acting at
discrete times t = kT/2, k = 1, 2, . . . ). In the second order, states of the same parity become coupled directly,
that, however, being the case for relatively large g and
mainly for delocalized, continuum
states (when large
values of x become important).
Thus we may expect
that second- and higher-order (in g) terms will play a
significant role in exact results and less so in NCCTA
where no continuum-continuum
interaction is allowed
for. In Appendix B we present an exemplary exact matrix element between continuum states. Note that it
consists of regular and singular parts. The singular
parts are centered at (g+s+s'). This will turn out to be
of great importance for the shape of photoelectron spectra obtained. Let us stress here only that the corresponding singular parts for the igx operator (continuous
where
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perturbation) are located at (s+s'), i.e. , their positions
are g independent.
To save space we do not present formulas for boundcontinuum matrix elements either. Their behavior as a
function of continuum state energy co is important, howthe spectra so we describe them
ever, for understanding
The modulus square of the matrix element
qualitatively.
first linearly increases with co from its zero value at
threshold (as opposed to co +'~ Wigner law for shortpotentials). For larger co it saturange three-dimensional
rates and later decreases to zero value for large co. Typically for the same initial bound energy this decrease is
more rapid for a wide square well and less rapid for the
narrow well.
To follow the evolution of the system on a computer
we had to discretize the continuous part of the "atomic"
energy spectrum. Several methods of discretization have
been tried. We have found the oldest method
putting
the system in a large box of size 2L to be most reliable
and Blumel
(the same method was applied by Austin'
and Meir' ). It is well known that finite spacings of levels in the "quasicontinuum"
may lead to quantum recurrences (related in our case to reffections on the walls
of the box). Those were avoided by choosing L large
enough to assure convergence of the results. Finally we
had to introduce a high-energy artificial cutoff, carefully
chosen to assure that the states with higher energy may
be safely ignored. The choice of the cutoff value was
controlled by the preservation of the wave-function normalization during the time evolution. For about 30 field
periods, L =5003 (corresponding to about 1200 states
in the quasicontinuum)
was sufficient to obtain good convergence in the most demanding small frequency cases.
The calculations were performed on a CDC 6400 computer. Calculation of the matrix elements of the kickevolution operator was the most time consuming operation. These matrix elements were stored on disk and
used consecutively in rows (as the available memory was
too small to hold the whole matrix).

—

—
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A. Ionization rate

The dependence of the ionization rate on P is presented in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a) corresponds to cuL —1.25 (one0. 7. The ionphoton ionization), while Fig. 1(b) to cuL —
ization rate has been calculated by a fit to the expres= exp( R t—
n T,
sion
( P& „~ Pb
„), where
n =0, 1, . . . is a discretized time and gb „ is a projection
of the g„onto the bound, initial state. The fit of such
law
power
rates
to the low-intensity
obtained
R =constP
is presented as a straight line in Fig. l.
003 supports the
For coL —1.25 the fitted value of
one-photon ionization picture. We have compared the
exact results with that obtained using NCCTA. Up to
P=0. 2 NCCTA agrees well with the exact results. A

„)

~

t„=

~

+=1.

lnR

-12—

-16—
j

I

0.005

0.0005

0.05

lnR

III. RESULTS
The results presented correspond to the model with
one bound state only. The numerical treatment of the
potential supporting more bound states does not involve
any additional difficulties (the continuum
part is the
most demanding); however, we have constrained ourselves to the one-level model for clarity. Such a model
allows for direct comparison of results with that obtained with the 5-potential model. ' Moreover, such additional effects as Rabi oscillations between bound states,
competition between resonant and nonresonant processes, etc. , are avoided, thus providing a simple clear picture of the ionization process.
Following Blumel and Meir' we parametrize the perturbation
via
dim ensionless
parameter
strength
P=gly =eET/2fiy, where y is the decay coefficient of
the bound state wave function outside the well [see
(Al)]. The laser frequency cot is measured in the units
of bound energy
Eo i; thus cuL —1 corresponds to the
one-photon ionization threshold.
~

-18—
I

0.005

0.0005

0.5

0.05

FIG. 1. The ionization rate as a function of dimensionless
perturbation strength P (log-log plot). Solid circles, rates obtained from exact calculations (as described in text); solid line,
fit of power law R =const P . The perturbation
frequency
equals coL —1.25 Ep in (a) and cup, =0. 7 Ep in (b). Pluses
correspond to "bound" NCCTA, minuses to continuum"
NCCTA (b).
~

~

~

~
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similar fit for coL —
0. 7 [Fig. 1(b)] gave a=1.07 indicatprocess. This should not be
ing also a one-photon
surprising as the Fourier expansion [Eq. (2)] shows the
presence of all odd 3~I, 5col, . . . harmonics in the perturbation. Thus the value of a obtained tells us that in
this case ionization is dominated by a one-photon process with frequency 3coL .
We have denoted by + and —the results obtained
within NCCTA (whenever different from exact results)
in Fig. 1(b). Two values obtained for each (large) /3 correspond to two possible ways of calculating the rate.
The +'s correspond to the method based on the decay
of the bound state (described above, later referred to as
"bound" NCCTA); —'s are obtained by calculating the
increase of the norm of the "continuum part" of the
wave function ("continuum" NCCTA). Whenever the
normalization of the wave vector is conserved (it is alboth methods are
ways in the exact calculations),
equivalent.
However, the breakdown of the NCCTA
manifests itself in the deviation of the corresponding
norm from unity. Thus we have found it useful to calculate the rate in these cases by both methods.
From a few studies of intensity dependence of the ionization rate (see also Ref. 16) it is clear that the NCCTA
holds very well as far as the ionization rate is concerned.
For very strong perturbation the rate obtained by the
"bound state" method within NCCTA gives better results than the "continuum" method [compare Fig. 1(b)].
In this range of P, ionization rates obtained applying
NCCTA underestimate exact results. Let us point out
that we did not observe any saturation of the ionization
rate, which is typical of Keldysh'-like strong field treatments. For a strictly one-photon process [compare Fig.
1(a)] the low-field perturbative rate holds perfectly well
up to very strong fields.
Ionization rate dependence on the laser frequency coL
is presented in Figs. 2 and 3 for "narrow" (Fig. 2) and
"wide" (Fig. 3) potential well. The thresholds for onephoton ionization at coL —1 and coL ——,', the latter corresponding to ionization by a third harmonic of the perturbation [see (2)], are quite pronounced. The dots correspond to exact results, solid lines give NCCTA esti-

0
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FIG. 2. Ionization rate as a function of the field frequency
for /3=0. 1 for "narrow" square well: 2 =0. 1 a. u. V=5. 33
a. u. , Eo =0. 5. Solid circles represent exact results; solid
curve, "bound" NCCTA. For further explanation see text.
~

~
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I

I

1.5
t.
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FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for "wide" well: 3 =1, V=0. 87,
Eo =0. 5. The dashed line close to maximum shows results
of "continuum" NCCTA where they are diff'erent from
"bound" NCCTA results.
~

mates that are quite accurate for the P= 0. 1 value in the
whole range of frequencies shown.
The well parameters were chosen to assure that the bound level energy
was Fo ——
0. 5 a. u. ; thus 13=0. 1 corresponded in both
cases to the same values of kicking strength g. Note
that ionization is more effective for 'wide" (Fig. 3) well
[except for a small region just below the threshold,
where ionization rates are less accurate (see below)); also
the threshold behavior is sharper in this case. The dotted line in Fig. 3 indicates the rate obtained by continuum NCCTA; thus in the region of most effective ionization (maximal bound-free matrix element) the NCCTA
breaks down partially even for 13=0. 1. The vertical
slashed lines indicate the region of frequencies just below
the threshold, where the decay of ground-state population is strongly nonexponential
(both for exact and
NCCTA calculations). Thus the rates calculated in this
frequency interval are much less accurate. This nonexponential decay seems to be typical for near-threshold
ionization in the short-range potential (similar behavior
was predicted
for negative ions from Wig ner-type
threshold law behavior ). We will study this effect in
detail elsewhere, as it is interesting for the semiconductor physics application of this model.
Summarizing our ionization rate results, we may say
that, as far as the ionization rate is concerned, the
NCCTA approximation works very well for moderately
reached constrong P. This supports
previously
clusions. '

B.

I

1/3

The photoelectron

spectra and the wave function behavior

As mentioned before, the continuum
of scattering
states has been discretized by putting the system in the
large box of size 2L. This procedure lifts the degeneracy
of even and odd continuum states (see Appendix A). In
order to obtain the realistic spectrum, the following final
states procedure has been applied: Evolution of the system in the box determines amplitudes f3'(ro,', , t), /3'(ro'„, t)
where superscripts e, o denote even and odd "quasicon-
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tinuum" states, and n denotes the nth pair of states.
These two amplitudes allow us to obtain the probability
for an electron having energy ~„=(co'„+co'„)/2 via

W(cu)= i@'(cu'„, t)

i

4315

W(mj

0.006—

+ i/3'(cu'„, t)

i.e. , two states of opposite parity provide one point of
the spectrum W(cu) at the averaged energy.
The exemplary spectra obtained are shown in Figs. 4
and 5 and Figs. 6 and 7 for "narrow" and "wide" well,
The spectra obtained from exact calcularespectively.
tions (Figs. 4 and 6) are to be compared with that (Figs.
5 and 7) calculated with NCCTA. All presented spectra
were calculated for P=0. 1, i.e. , for the case in which
NCCTA has worked very well as far as the ionization
rate had been concerned. The frequency coL was chosen
just below the one-photon ionization threshold to minimize to some extent the ionization rate (which should
make NCCTA work even better). The NCCTA spectra
(Figs. 5 and 7) show pronounced peaks corresponding to
excitation by different harmonics of the perturbation
(thus, as cuL is defined in the units of Eo ~, the 3cuL
peak is centered at co = 0. 95 a. u. , the 5' L peak at
co=1.92, etc. ). The envelope of the peaks corresponds
roughly to the square of the absolute value of the
bound-free matrix element between the even bound state
states (in NCCTA 98% of conand odd quasicontinuum
tinuum excitation is within the odd parity subspace ).
The residual excitation close to co=0 comes from onephoton excitation by the col harmonic. The spectra obtained in exact calculations (Figs. 4 and 6) show two
features which are drastically different from NCCTA
curves (Figs. 5 and 6). Firstly, apart from (2n +1)cuL
peaks we observe now peaks at 2ncoL originating from
interaction.
Secondly, each
the continuum-continuum
peak in the exact spectrum is split into a doublet, with
splitting increasing with co. It is straightforward to associate this splitting with the singular part of the
matrix element of the kick operacontinuum-continuum
tor (see Appendix B). The state with energy cu is coupled, by the singular part, to, e.g. , state co', such that (see
Appendix A) s'=s +g. For large cu, cu' the singular part

W(m)

0.003—

0.004--

0.002—

0.0

0.0

FIG. 5. Spectra obtained
of parameters as

values

2.0

1.0

in

within

NCCTA for the same

Fig. 4.

. Comparing spectra obcouples co and cu'=cu+2g(cu)'
tained for different g (i.e. , 13), we have confirmed the
linear dependence of the splittings on 13 at given energy
co. It should be stressed once more that this splitting is a
peculiarity of 6 perturbation and may not be observed
with realistic sinusoidal perturbation.
It is to be noted
that although the "exact" and NCCTA spectra are very
different the peaks corresponding to one-photon excitation by (2n +1) harmonics are still dominant in the exact spectra. We have varied both the frequency of perturbation coL and its strength P but we were unable to
induce "peak switching,
so prominent in ATI experiments. We shall comment on this in the concluding sec-

"

tion.
One more interesting feature of the calculated spectra
should be noticed. Note that both NCCTA spectra
show small bumps at co corresponding to excitation with
frequency 2coL. This frequency is not present in the perturbation so these small peaks come as a surprise. We
have verified that their presence is not due to finite times
at which spectra are calculated (the finite train of 5-kicks
may have some residual even-parity coL Fourier components); the bumps do not disappear for longer interacW(n)

0.015—

0. 002—
0.010—

0.001
0.005

0.0

0.0
0.0

FIG. 4. Exact photoelectron spectra obtained for '"wide"
well: P=0. 1 cpc =0.97 Ep . Note the pronounced splitting
due to singular part of the kick-evolution operator.

0.0

I

1.0

FIG. 6. Exact photoelectron
P as in Fig. 4.

2.0

spectra for "narrow" weil:

3.0
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W(m)

As mensponding to NCCTA is almost antisymmetric.
tioned above, within
this approximation,
the odd
quasicontinuum
states are mostly excited.
The slight
distortions are due to the higher order in g terms (see
discussion of the kicking operator in Sec. II). The exact
wave functions show much richer structure with no apIt is due to almost equal (as
parent symmetries.
confirmed by numerical integration) excitation of odd
and even quasicontinuum
states
showing the importance of continuum-continuum
transitions.

0.08—

0.04—

—

0. 02 I—

o.o

'

1.0

O.o

FIG. 7. Spectra obtained

IV. CONCLUSIONS

3.0

2.0

with NCCTA for the same values

of parameters as in Fig. 6.

tion times. The only plausible explanation of their existence seems to be the effect of direct tunneling from
the effect predicted by Keldysh. '
ground state
The calculation method allowed us to follow the evolution of the wave function. We present the time evolution of the probability density in Fig. 8. The electrons
leave the well in "packets" almost symmetrically in both
directions. We have allowed for a rather strong perturbation strength here to have a sufhcient depletion of the
initial state. The smooth symmetric curve presented was
obtained within NCCTA. Exact calculations show additional small wiggles superimposed on an envelope similar
to that presented in Fig. 8. The real difference between
NCCTA and exact wave functions may be seen when
real or imaginary parts of the corresponding wave functions are compared. As an example, we show the real
part of the continuum component of the wave function
where Q is the projection
(we plot
(g(t) Qttt(t))
i. e. ,
into
operator
quasicontinuum,
Q =- 1 P,
P = 1(jtt ) (tttti ) in Fig. 9. Note that the curve corre-

—

I

I

I

I

'Pg

I

We have studied the exactly soluble model of the electron bound in the finite rectangular well potential and
perturbed by a train of 6 kicks that are alternating in
sign. We have compared the exact results with that obtained by neglecting continuum-continuum
transitions
(NCCTA). We have confirmed the results of Blumel and
Meir' (obtained for an extremely short-ranged atomic
potential)
namely, that NCCTA works quite well as
far as the ionization rate is concerned. On the other
hand, we have shown that the photoelectron spectra obtained within both models (the exact one and NCCTA)
differ drastically.
Thus it may be said that (at least in
our model) bound-continuum
and continuum-continuum
transitions are in some sense "separated.
Both the
and the regular
singular
part of the continuumcontinuum interaction seem important in obtaining the
spectra. Up till now the ESA models of ATI have either included the former or the latter part of the matrix
elements. We have tried to separate the effects induced
by these parts by, say, neglecting the singular part (leaving the regular part only) or vice versa. It has turned
out, however, that for reasonable field strengths P, for
which at least partial ionization occurred (/3 larger than
0.01),—
the normalization
of the wave vector was not
preserved in such simplified models. It suggests that

—
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FIG. 8. Evolution of the probability density
after n =4, 8, 12, 16 field periods; f3=0 2,
( (xi(, t) $(~, ti)
"wide" well case. The box size L =2QO is sufhcient to avoid reflections on box walls (NCCTA result).
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will al
pplying the modulated

kicks approxima-

p form such studies due to computand memory limitations
Thus the a&ternating 5-kick approximation, although,
we hope, useful in providing insight into the relative immaportance of various p artss o continuum-continuum
trix elements (due to thee peculiar, strength-dependent

more realistic study of strong field ionization
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APPENDIX A
Square well

Let

us

assume

the

x

& A,

x = —V for
V(x)

"

FICs. 9. The real part of thee continuum" projection of the
wave function after 15 periods of the external field. (a), exact
result; (b), NCCTA result. The val
P=0. 1 cocog =0.96 Eo A = 1, V =0. 87 ("wide" well)
~

~

~

potential

Th

tential is s y mmeetric with respect to origin so the ei en'
vectors (nondegenerate) are
re of
o o dd or even parity. . For
or
=
energy E &0 let us denote (m =6=1):

2E—

etermined by condition
sponding eigenvectors are

y=k

tan(kA) and the corre-

~

both regular and sin gular parts are of comparable importance and interfere with each
c o th er.. Th us any stud
of iomzation (more realisticic th an our simple model) requires careful modeling of th e continuum-continuum
matrix e ements to take into account b o th o f t h ese parts.
e presence of a small peak aroun
aro d co corres ondin
spectra is an indication of
ethee tunneling
tunnelin
in the alternating field as suggested
se b y Keldysh in his early study '
Althou g h the continuum-continuum
interaction
erac ion affects
very stron g 1y thee p h otoelectron spectra we ha
t b
served
ed signs of the "peak-switching"
henomen
's ic o
experiments. It well may be that it
i due to the short-ran
is
gee character of potential studied.
owever, we have chan ged the potential range and we
h ave not seen an y si g nific ant changes in the spectra. On
'
tthee other hand, the "peak-switchin
c ing "ob
o served in several
'
experiments
is most prominent for mu 1tiphoton
ionizah
ion t. e. , relatively low frequency ph ot ons.) I n our modarb'ti rary 1arge
e perturbation brings in photons of ar
frequenc . B
significant changes as the hiig h er h armonics present in
0

~

onone-dimensional
V(x)=0 otherwise.

exp( —
y ~x
exp( —
y A)

(k~)

for ~x

)

) 3,

cos(kx) for

~

x

~

.

& A

(Al)

~

The

odd

cot
y= —k co

'

are given b
solu
eigenvalues
(kA j~and the corresponding eigenvectors

r x)=.

exp(

exp(

—y

—y 3)

x

)

y)=exp(

yA)[

)A

for fx

(A2)

stn(kx)

In (Al) and (A2) thee nnormalization

8(

are

y'+A+yk

for

i

x

~

& 2

constant equals to

+A( /k)

]
(A3)

The positive energy states form a double-degenerate
continuum. Let us denote this time:
s 2 =2m,

1

=2(co+ V),

(A4)

where co denotes the ener gy of a state. Properly normalized even and odd eigenstates maay b e b ui ld up from
'
CC'
incoming 09 states:
scattering
~
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'

P'(x) =2

f'(x)=2

'~

have the energy

[P„(x)+g„(x)],
[tl (x) —
Q„(x)],

(A5)

f„,P are properly normalized "incoming" states
"from the left" and "from the right, " respectively, i.e. ,

where

g~(x ) = (2m

e""+Sz,(co)e ""
E (co)e "+L(~)e

for x &

=I tan(IA)tan[s(L —A)]

[with s and I defined by (A4)] and the normalization
stant is equal to

—3 &x&A

for x &

[s (L

sin(l
sin[s (L

(A6b)

&3

A )

2is A

exp(

i csin

)—
2—
1A

with e=(s/I +I/s)/2, g=(s/I —
I/s)/2, and
E (co) =S»(co)(1+s/I)exp[i (s —I) A]/2,

In the box approximation

+I) A]/2

with the corresponding

s

and normalization

(A8)
.

B'(co)=

A

3

&x &L

condition

(A13)

constant

—

+ sin

(1 —I /s

2l

sin

(I A

)

[s(L —A)]

)

(A14)

the potential takes the form

~

~

APPENDIX B

~

wave functions are localized). On the other hand, the
box discretizes the continuum producing quasicontinuum and lifts the degeneracy of states. The even-parity
quasicontinuum states

The matrix elements of operator exp(+igx) between
different eigenstates are quite lengthy, although straightforward, to calculate. The integrals involved are of the
type
I

cos(l A )
sin[s (L —A

cos(l A

=

b

exp(+ax)cos(kx)dx .

Q

+L)]
L
for —

sin[s (x
)

g'(x)=B'(co) 'cos(lx) for —A &x
sin[s (L

eigenvalue

= —I cot(IA)tan[s(L —A)]

&A, V(x)=0 for A & ~x &L,
V(x) = oo for x & L. Provided L && A the bound
states are not affected by the presence of the box (as the
~x

—3,

—x)]
for

Square well in the box

V(x)= —V for

&

(A12)

& A

(A7a)

(A7b)

~

for

&x

+L)]
—L &x

)

cos 21A

L (co) =S, (co)(1 —s/l)exp[i(s

—A

sin(IA )
sin[s(L
sin[s (L —A ) ]

In (A6) S;~ (co ) are the S-matrix elements

)

sin[s (x

—A )

P'„(x)=B'(co) sin(lx) for
2is A )
exp( —
cos(21A ) —
ie sin(21 A

(A 1 1)

—A )]

The odd-parity wave functions are given by

—A

for —2 &x
e ""+S&z(co)e"" for x & A

S,z(co) = —Sz, (co) =i ri sin(21A

con-

—1/2

cos (IA)

+ sin

& A

L (cu)e'"+K(co)e

P (x)=(2~)

(A10)

—A

and

""

via solution to

2l

for

Szz(co)e

determined

co

(A6a)

)

S&&(~)e" for x

s

36

&x

&

—3
(A9)

& A

—A )] sin[s (L —x)]
)

for

3

&x &L

We do not present all the matrix elements here. As an
example, discussed in the text we quote an exemplary
formula for the free-free transition matrix element for
the "pure" (L = oo ) square-well potential between incoming scattering states. Let us denote by s, l the wave
numbers associated via (A4) with energy co and by s', I'
those corresponding to co'. Then, e.g. ,

SIMPLE MODEL FOR STRONG-LASER-FIELD IONIZATION

36

s')[S*„(co)+S22(co')]+5(g+s
( p„~ e's" ttt„) = —,' [5(g —s —
~

+5(g —s'+s)S)t

(co)S)z(co') I

—s')S22(co')S2) (co)

s')A],
+

i,„, ],
],

i

21T

2'tr

„exp[i
P

Sii

S22

s —
(g —
—s
—
s
g

co
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—s+s')A]
—
g s +s

exp[i(g

—s —s') A]
s') A]
(g +s —
co I'
+S2t„exp[i
—
—
—
s
s
s
+s
g
g
sin[(g —1 +. 1') A
sin[(g —1 —1') A ]

exp[i (g

1

sin[(g
g

+1 +1') A +E
+1 +1'

co

sin[(g
g

+1 —1') A ]
+1 —1'

From this and similar formulas for different combinations of g ) and p~) states, one may build up the corre
states
sponding matrix elements for fixed parity states. The matrix elements between even and odd quasicontinuum
(in the finite L case) differ mainly by smearing out of singularities by a finite size of the box.
~
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